The War Is NOT Over!
The war is not over and we cannot “Get over it”. The occupiers continue to wage war against the
occupied Confederate States and our people, utilizing their Political Party faction News media as their
choice weapon.
The current attacks on and removal of our Confederate monuments is aimed at nothing more than
creating instability within our occupied Southern States for the purpose of maintaining the occupation.
The occupying government creates and nurtures this instability within our occupied Southern
Confederate States through the use of their propaganda weapon “The Main Stream Media” race baiting
as one of their method. Along with their Media propagandists they utilize false flag operations via hate
groups such as The Southern Poverty Law Center, The League of The South, ANTIFA, Nazi, and KKK
groups.
The occupiers operate on a national two party political faction system, these two factions, as a result of
Lincoln, and his Northern State conspirators have replaced the State governments in the federal system
that the founders' established. The occupiers two party faction system is a successful, base, simple
divide and conquer strategy and what better means of division than to create, and facilitate racial/ethnic
division utilizing their “Main Stream Media” propagandists as a means of control.
They create racial ethnic, and cultural tension such as labeling our Confederacy as a past historical
racist government, which they forced into a state of exile, never allowing to move beyond the
occupation. The occupying government wants to bury its past racism, and the extermination of the
Native American indigenous peoples by creating for the people an illusion and association of our
Confederacy with racism.: Through this means they maintain the occupation of our Southern
Confederate States, while creating a false image that they are the American government Founders'
rightful heirs.
Our Confederate monuments represent , NOT only our past, History or “heritage”, but rather represent
also our present as occupied States and the endless possibilities for our future beyond the occupation.
The purpose of the removal of our Confederate monuments from our occupied Southern Confederate
States is NOT about creating unity, but rather in creating division, discord, and turmoil in order to
maintain the occupation and false imagery.
These false flag groups created and maintained by the occupiers, along with the counter protesters, and
their violent acts are here for the purpose of one simple goal, and that is to maintain the occupation of
our Southern Confederate States.
The war continues, only the fields of battle have been changed from military, media to propaganda, and
installation of false flag operations.

